CAPITOL CITY SPEAKERS BUREAU
The Passing Zone
Travels from: California

Fee Range: $15,001 - $20,000

The Power of Partnership
You put on a great meeting last time, but now you have to top it. You need
something unexpected, unique and fresh. Enter The Passing Zone!!!
Here you find something different. You find roaring chainsaws, cheering
attendees, flaming torches and knives flying through the air! You find a surprising
experience. And you find genuine laughter.
You find two grown men who demonstrate partnership by leaping around the
stage in fuchsia leotards, with rapid‐fire banter, throwing sickles around the body of someone from the
audience as they receive a standing ovation. You find three of your people in astronaut suits flying through the
air. You find risk‐taking, laughter, and an inspirational experience your people will never forget.
Jon Wee & Owen Morse
Jon and Owen have one of the longest standing partnerships in corporate entertainment, a true demonstration
of The Power of Partnership. They have appeared on The Tonight Show, The Today Show and they were
finalists on Americaʹs Got Talent.
They are at the top of their craft, with performances at the White House, in London for Prince Charles, and in
the motion pictures The Addams Family and The Aristocrats. Add the Just for Laughs Comedy Festival,
MADtv, AOLʹs ʺTVʹs Top 5,ʺ The Wall Street Journal, the Jerry Lewis MDA Telethon, four Guinness World
Records, their own theater show, ʺGravity Attacks!ʺ and you have one of the worldʹs top comedy acts working
today.
They got there because they are bona fide experts on working together effectively. Jon and Owen depend on
one another; their success ‐ even their safety ‐ is determined by how well they execute together. Your people
will walk away inspired to innovate, collaborate and execute ‐ and with a sore face from laughing so hard.
IMAGINE the impact this can have on your organization.
Wait, donʹt imagine it, EXPERIENCE it...with The Passing Zone!
Most Requested Programs...
Keynotes
• Juggle‐nomics: What Comes Down...Must Go Up! The Passing Zone on ICE!
• Teamwork: The Power of Partnership
Workshops
• The Jugging Experience: Your Group Can Learn to Juggle!
Corporate Entertainment
• The Corporate Go To Guys
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